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General
The phenomenon of surface
condensation on double-glazed units
occurs in three forms:
• On the external face (face 1)
• On the inner surfaces 2 and 3 of the
double-glazed unit
• On the internal face or face 4.
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t Diagram showing areas of condensation
on the interior and exterior face of a DGU.
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Condensation forms very differently
depending on whether it is inside or
outside the building, due to the thermal
bridge effect around the cavity.
Surface condensation on the internal
face always starts in the corners, mainly
due to the additional cooling caused by
the thermal bridge. "Warm-edge"
spacerbars, made of insulating material,
such as SGG SWISSPACER, reduce the
risk of condensation at the corners.
Surface condensation on the external
face rarely occurs in the corners, given
that the edges of the external glass
heat up adjacent to the thermal bridge.
The coldest point on the external face
of the glazing is generally in the centre,
where there is the least heat loss.

Condensation on the
internal face (4)
The phenomenon of surface condensation
on face 4 of a double glazed unit is
mainly linked to the following factors:
- The external climate
- The internal air temperature
- Humidity within the building
- The ventilation flow rate
- The surface temperature of the glass
To limit condensation, it is advisable to
control each of the above parameters,
with the exception of the external
climate, which is ever-changing.
The best way to reduce surface
condensation on the internal face is to
collect the water vapour at source (for
example in the kitchen or bathroom)
and evacuate it straight outside.
It is also advisable to heat and
ventilate the premises adequately.
It is also possible to reduce the risk of
condensation by using a "warm-edge"
spacerbar such as SGG SWISSPACER.
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Condensation on the
external face (1)
Surface condensation will appear on
face 1 of the insulating glazing if the
temperature on this face of the glazing
is significantly lower than the external
air temperature and if the dew point
(i.e. temperature at which water
vapour becomes liquid) of the external
air is higher than the temperature of
the glass.
The surface temperature on the
outside of glazing is dependent on:
- The heat flow from the interior passing
through the glass. This depends on
the difference in temperature
between the internal surface and the
external surface of the glazing and
the U-value of the glass
- The heat exchange by convection
with the external air
- Heat loss by radiation mainly to the sky.
Various studies and measurements
carried out by the CSTC have shown
that heat exchange by radiation is
relatively limited in overcast weather.
However, when the sky is clear at
night, there are significant heat losses
to the sky.
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SGG PLANILUX
(U-value = 5.8 W/m2K)

Tglass Condensation
(°C)
12.4
none
7.3
none
2.2
none
9.8
99%
4.7
none
-0.3
none
11.2
none
9.9
99 %
10.7
none
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The effect of radiation from a glazed
surface to the sky can be compared
with a car parked outdoors at night in
clear (cloudless) weather: in the
morning, some parts of its outer
surface are wet, or even covered in
frost, even if it has not rained. When
the car is parked alongside a building,
the windows on the building side are
never wet, because the building
significantly reduces the heat
exchange by radiation between the
car windows and the sky.
This table shows that:
- The surface temperature of single-glazing
is almost never lower than the external
air temperature, so condensation
rarely occurs on the external face
- Improving the thermal insulation
(lower U-value) reduces the transfer of
heat to the external surface: the external
glazed surface is therefore colder,
increasing the risk of condensation.
- When there is a high wind speed, the
temperature of the glass tends to be
similar to that of the external air
- The cooler the external air, the less
likely the glazing is to have a
significantly lower temperature than
that of the external air.
SGG CLIMALIT
(U-value = 2.9 W/m2K)

SGG CLIMAPLUS
(U-value = 1.3 W/m2K)

Tglass Condensation Tglass Condensation
(°C)
(°C)
9.3
95%
7.2
83%
2.2
none
-1.3
90%
-4.9
none
-9.9
99%
5.8
75%
2.9
61%
-1.3
90%
-5.6
63 %
-8.4
none
-14.1
69 %
9.7
99%
9.0
93 %
8.3
89%
7.4
84 %
9.9
99%
9.5
97 %
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In conclusion, surface condensation on
the outside of glazing is a phenomenon
that is occasionally seen at night and
in the early hours of the morning on
well-insulated glass in clear (cloudless)
weather and when there is no wind.
This is mainly caused by heat losses
towards the clear sky.
It is important that this phenomenon
is not considered to represent poor
quality double glazed units, but rather
proof of good thermal insulation.

Condensation on inner faces 2 and 3
The formation of condensation on the
inner faces of the double-glazed unit is
an indication that the air or gas cavity
is no longer completely sealed.
The desiccant will rapidly become
saturated and any damp air penetrating
via the seal around the perimeter will
reduce visibility by forming condensation
on faces 2 and 3. The double-glazed
unit must therefore be replaced as this
cannot be reversed.
This double-glazed unit must be
replaced in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the warranty.

Note
• Temporary condensation occurring:
- In periods of high humidity
- In areas where there are short, heavy
spells of humidity (e.g. bathrooms)
- During exceptionally cold weather
• Is normal. This condensation should
not be permanent.
• Large amounts of water are required
when using building materials such
as concrete, plaster, grouting and tiles
during the renovation or construction
of a building. As these materials dry,
temporary abnormally damp climates
are created inside buildings
(occasionally lasting more than a
year) during which time the risk of
condensation is abnormally high.
• Using an aluminium spacerbar in a
double-glazed unit can cause a thermal
bridge effect. The unfavourable effect
of this thermal bridge will be even
greater the higher the degree of
insulation of the insulating glazing in
the central part (low central U [W/m2K])
and the higher the thermal performance
of the frame in which it is inserted
(low Uf [W/m2K]). SGG SWISSPACER
which significantly reduces this
edge effect.
• Confined spaces:
Even in well-ventilated and/or heated
premises, the confined spaces can be
created, causing localised abnormally
humid climates (e.g. the space between
an external frame and a curtain,
decorations or furniture near windows
etc). The risk of condensation in this
instance can be abnormally high.
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